FORT VALE TAKE THE LEAD AT COLNE GRAND PRIX

Fort Vale are extremely proud to be sponsoring the 2019 Colne Grand Prix Mens’ Elite Race once again! Founded over 50 years ago, Fort Vale are the world leaders in the design and manufacture of valves and fittings for the safe transportation of liquids, powders and gases.

Originally based in Colne, the Company opened their state-of-the-art manufacturing facility at Simonstone in 2008. In late 2012, the Company further invested in a new research and development unit. These bespoke facilities enable Fort Vale to design, manufacture and internationally distribute their world class products.

Having won four Queens Awards for Export and Enterprise, Fort Vale is synonymous with excellence in Engineering and the Company takes pride in being at the cutting edge of technology and innovation.

Ian Wilson, Managing Director says, “We have a department dedicated to Innovation and believe that whatever we are doing today, we must always find a better way of doing it.”

Currently employing over 430 people, Fort Vale’s apprentice program is guiding the next generation, providing the skills for them to become the Company’s future innovators. This commitment to developing people brings continuity to Fort Vale and ensures support and service to customers for years to come.

Fort Vale take the lead at Colne Grand Prix!

Fort Vale Engineering Limited
www.fortvale.com
FOR YOUR SAFETY

BARRIERS ARE PLACED AROUND THE CIRCUIT.

PLEASE DO NOT ATTEMPT TO ENTER THE RIDING AREA - YOU WILL PUT YOURSELF AND OTHERS IN DANGER.

THERE ARE DESIGNATED CROSSING POINTS AND MARSHALS WILL BE THERE TO ENSURE YOU CAN CROSS SAFELY.
Award winning British manufacturer of high quality depositors and filling machines for the food production industry

We design and build our depositors and filling machinery at our factory in Nelson, Lancashire, and supply to a wide variety of food producers throughout the UK ranging from artisans to national food groups.

RIGGS AUTOPACK LIMITED
Premier Mill, Brunswick Street, Nelson, Lancashire, England, BB9 0HU.
SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR THE WILSON FORT SPORT CENTRE!

Fort Vale firmly believe in investing in their employees’ wellbeing by encouraging them to keep active and healthy. This is something that the Company takes seriously, so seriously in fact that in March 2018, and as part of their ongoing corporate wellbeing strategy; they opened the Wilson Fort Sports Centre.

Kelly Armstrong, Wilson Fort Sport Centre Manager says, “Our Sports Centre presently caters expressly for our employees and includes a multi-sport sports hall, group exercise studio, cardio & resistance suite and a 25ft indoor climbing wall.”

“We have a lot of employees who cycle to work daily and have taken advantage of the ‘Cycle To Work Scheme.’ Additionally, and to encourage cycling, we offer indoor cycling and spinning classes. Both of these initiatives have been very popular with our employees.”

Ian Wilson, Managing Director, says, “I am a keen cyclist myself and so are many of the company’s employees. I think it is important for us to support the Colne Grand Prix, promote cycling, and help bring the community together.”

Fort Vale Engineering Limited
www.fortvale.com
Riggs Autopack Ltd is an award-winning, British manufacturer of high quality depositors, filling machines and bespoke conveyor filling lines.

We are a UK market leader with an excellent reputation and supply our equipment to a wide variety of food producers, ranging from artisans and start-up companies right through to national and international food companies.

The year-on-year growth of our company is directly attributable to our highly skilled personnel, a third of whom have progressed through our own apprentice schemes. Without this expertise, the growth and the positioning of our company on the world stage would simply not have been possible.

Our 50,000 sq ft factory is situated in the Pendle area of East Lancashire; an area that has a strong heritage in the field of world class manufacturing. We are proud to fly the flag for Pendle and are honoured to be a sponsor to the Colne Grand Prix.

Our depositors and filling machines are designed on the latest 3D modelling software and built and tested at our modern ISO 9001:2015 factory. With exceptional performance, reliability, hygiene and build quality, our machinery provides increased food production capability for our customers.

In fact, you’re probably a lot closer to Riggs Autopack than you think...

• Marmalade on your toast for breakfast!
  • Mayonnaise on your sandwich for dinner!

• Yoghurt in your child’s packed lunch!
  • Ketchup on your fish & chips!

• Yorkshire pudding for your Sunday roast!
  • A slice of cheesecake for dessert!

• Fondant icing in your cherry bakewells for a mid-evening treat!
  • Honey on your cereal for supper!

Riggs Autopack Ltd
Proud sponsor and supporter of The Colne Grand Prix
UCl CONTINENTAl TEAMs

Team Wiggins
Founded by the decorated cycling champion Sir Bradley Wiggins himself, team Wiggins has aimed to develop the next generation of British and international riders. They’ll be bringing many of the top contenders for the Grand Prix crown.

Madison Genesis
The Madison Genesis 2018 team held much promise with some exciting prospects and riders with a depth of experience as well as race-craft at the start of the year. They’ve enjoyed some great success and will give everything to finish on a high.

Canyon dhb
Founded in November 2016 by former Pedal Heaven sports director Tim Elverson, after a thrilling debut season, Canyon dhb came back with a new blend of world-class sponsors, another dynamic, young roster and the continued passion to be the very best cycling team around.

Vitus Pro Cycling
With an average age of just 22 years old, the line-up for Vitus Pro Cycling for 2018 is a young one as team owner Cherie Pridham has looked to give opportunities to the young up and coming riders in Britain.

Ribble Pro Cycling
The Team competes as part of the UCI European Continental Tour in 2019, participating in some of the leading cycle races on the calendar.

The team operates with riders based across all of the North of England and Midlands regions, with riders competing within these areas as well as further afield within the United Kingdom. Our riders can frequently be found at all of the races within the UK, from National Championships to local circuit races.

Swift Carbon Pro Cycling
Founded in 2018, Yorkshire based UCI Continental Cycling Team.

30th - 30th AUGUST 2019

170+ ACTS
22 STAGES
3 DAYS
1 GREAT FESTIVAL

WWW.BLUESFESTIVAL.CO.UK
COLNE TOWN COUNCIL
Thank you

“On behalf of everyone at Colne Town Council, we’d like to say a huge sincere thank you to all those who have taken part and all the generous sponsors who have helped tremendously to make the event a success once again. We are deeply honoured to host this prestigious race, bringing together the community, promoting the local area and putting our wonderful town of Colne on the map.

We look forward to hopefully being granted the opportunity to host British Cycling races year after year, and with the help of our dedicated volunteers and sponsors we can continue to make it an event which the town of Colne can be proud of.”

Councillor Mary Thomas, Chair of Colne Town Council

Stronger, together
42-44 Market St, Colne BB8 0HS

ANDREW STEPHENSON MP
Working all year round for Pendle
01282 614 748
@ANDREWSTEPHENSONMP
@ANDREW4PENDLE
4 Church Street, Barnoldswick BB18 5UT
9 Cross Street, Nelson BB9 7EN
andrew.stephenson.mp@parliament.uk

Pendle Support
Specialised in supporting Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities / Autism since 2005
01282 504504
www.pendlesupport.co.uk
ENGINEERED TO LAST

- Fully servicable
- Four piston brake calipers
- Lightweight one piece design
- Specific calipers for SRAM or Shimano drop bar levers
- Available in six colours